This book is a real treat, a rare opportunity to grasp the realities of psychiatry in Europe between the two world wars, a period which according to the editors deserves far more attention than it actually receives. And indeed this journey in the European medical world is quite telling. In addition it provides the reader with the concrete illustration of what historians have suspected: the fundamental role played by the Rockefeller Foundation in support of psychiatric institutions and research projects in the field of mental health, which could be seen as something comparable to a "Marshall plan".

The "plat de resistance" is an archive jewel, Aubrey Lewis\'s report on his visit to psychiatric centres in Europe in 1937. The famous Australian born psychiatrist is a good read. His text mixes serious considerations and funny anecdotes, thorough descriptions and stern judgements.

But the asset of this publication lies in its valuable historical contextualization. Edgar Jones\'s essay provides a precise and pertinent background to an understanding of the complex situation of psychiatry where no major theories dominate but where prominent figures are none the less influential sometimes outside their borders. His detailed rendering of the main protagonists\' careers---Edward Mapother (1881--1940) and Aubrey Lewis (1900--1975)---their institution---the Maudsley Hospital---and the networks they established, is essential. Katherine Angel\'s paper contributes to the elucidation of the motivation behind the Maudsley--Rockefeller initiative. She brilliantly demonstrates that the drive for the European tour was not just simply intellectual curiosity but that it served a double purpose: first, to come up with a united definition of psychiatry and its practices; second, to appraise British psychiatry and the role of the Maudsley as compared to its continental counterparts, notably the German model which was still a reference in the 1930s.

Both contributors display a genuine sense of history in their analysis of Lewis\'s report, and their comments open up a number of new perspectives. One of them is the dissemination of ideas and the constitution of networks of individuals as one means of power. This was achieved by way of comparative historical analysis, an approach which needs to be developed among historians of psychiatry and the value of which is plainly illuminated in this publication.
